
A Full Bottle Makes 
No Noise

能有幾句，見人胡講。
洪鐘無聲，滿瓶不響。
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Go! Go! You 
can do it!

Hooray!

One day, students 
are wat
about top at tes at 

ty.
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That's not 
a big deal!
I am strong, too.
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I can lift 
like a rhino!
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Really?

Ring-a-ding-ding!
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It's kind 
of heavy.
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Oops!
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Wow! No, SHE is 
actually as strong 
as a rhino.
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Whoa! You 
are my hero!

Way to go!
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That's not a 
big deal!
I am fast, too.
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I can run fast like a cheetah!

Really?
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I can run fast like a cheetah!

“Attention please. 
Attention please. 
Two students 
from each class 
come to the 

now to get your 
mask supply.”
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Me! Me! Let me go. 
I am fast like a 
cheetah. Woohoo!
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Wow, A-Di!
SHE is actually as 
fast as a cheetah.
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This is exciting! These 
people are brave!
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That's not a big 
deal!
I am brave, too.
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I am brave 
like a lion.

Really?
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Eeek!
A cockroach!
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Swipe
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Wow! SHE 
is actually 
as brave 
as a lion.
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A-Di, come here. 
Look at this.
What is this?

Is it full or 
half-full?

A bottle?

It is full.
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How does it 
sound?
Quiet or noisy?

Quiet?

Shake
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How about
it now?
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Is it full 
or 
half-full?

It is 
half-full.

Shake it again.
How does it 
sound? 
Quiet or noisy?

Noisy.
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A full bottle makes no noise.
Wise people keep quiet and 
wait for their turn to shine.
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Let us be humble.

Do not
 brag about
  ourselves.
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Learn from the 
quiet, full bottle.

The more humble 
we are, the more 
we can learn from 
other people.
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We can always learn 
from others.
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能有幾句
，見人胡講。洪鐘無聲，

滿瓶不響。

                        A full bottle makes no noise.
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能有幾句
，見人胡講。洪鐘無聲，

滿瓶不響。

                        A full bottle makes no noise.
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This book
belongs to

I have read this book over 

A Full Bottle Makes 
No Noise
能有幾句，見人胡講。
洪鐘無聲，滿瓶不響。






